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We present the theory for the effects of superconducting pairing fluctuations on the nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation rate 1/T1 and the NMR Knight shift for layered superconductors in high magnetic fields. These
results can be used to clarify the origin of the pseudogap in high-Tc cuprates, which has been attributed to spin
fluctuations as well as pairing fluctuations. We present theoretical results for s-wave and d-wave pairing
fluctuations and show that recent experiments in optimally doped YBa2Cu3O72d are described by d-wave
pairing fluctuations @V. F. Mitrovic´ et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 2784 ~1999!; H. N. Bachman et al. ~unpub-
lished!#. In addition, we show that the orthorhombic distortion in YBa2Cu3O72d accounts for an experimentally
observed discrepancy between 1/T1 obtained by nuclear quadrupole resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance
at low field. We propose an NMR experiment to distinguish a fluctuating s-wave order parameter from a
fluctuating strongly anisotropic order parameter, which may be applied to the system Nd22xCexCuO42d and
possibly other layered superconductors. @S0163-1829~99!02818-0#I. INTRODUCTION
Fluctuations are enhanced in high-Tc cuprate supercon-
ductors because of their layered structure and their small
coherence length.3 In contrast to conventional superconduct-
ors, where the transition is very well described by a mean-
field theory, an extended region of one to several Kelvin
around the transition is expected to be dominated by critical
fluctuations in the cuprates. In this paper we discuss the ef-
fects of Gaussian dynamical fluctuations above Tc , which
are observable over a temperature range T2Tc'Tc , on the
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate and the NMR Knight shift
in high-Tc superconductors. For a comprehensive review on
the role of NMR and nuclear quadrupole resonance ~NQR!
spectroscopy in the study of fluctuation effects in high-Tc
superconductors, see Rigamonti, Borsa, and Carretta.4
Pairing fluctuation effects on the spin-lattice relaxation
rate have been investigated in the dirty limit for static, long-
wavelength fluctuations near Tc by Kuboki and Fukuyama.5
Heym extended these calculations for s-wave pairing fluc-
tuations by including the fluctuation corrections to the qua-
siparticle density of states.6 Analytic expressions for the
static, long-wavelength fluctuation corrections to the spin-
lattice relaxation rate and Knight shift were obtained by Ran-
deria and Varlamov for ultraclean and dirty s-wave
superconductors.7 We extend their calculations to include fi-
nite magnetic fields and unconventional pairing for general
values of the impurity scattering rate. Our calculations and
numerical results include dynamical fluctuations and short-
wavelength fluctuations summed over all Landau levels.
Dynamical quantities such as the fluctuation contribution
to the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 carry valuable infor-
mation on the type of fluctuations and characteristic scatter-PRB 590163-1829/99/59~18!/12095~19!/$15.00ing rates and lifetimes. Qualitatively different behavior for
the fluctuation contributions to the rate is predicted for dif-
ferent symmetries of the order-parameter fluctuations.8
Analysis of the fluctuation corrections to 1/T1 provides in-
formation on the elastic- and inelastic-scattering parameters.
The sign of the fluctuation corrections to 1/T1 is sensitive to
pair breaking and the symmetry of the pairing fluctuations;
thus nonmagnetic impurities have almost no pair breaking
effect on fluctuations with s-wave symmetry, but have strong
effects for d-wave pairing. In the case of s-wave pairing a
large positive fluctuation contribution to 1/T1 originates from
the anomalous Maki-Thompson ~MT! process.9,5 We show
that this process is suppressed in zero field almost com-
pletely for d-wave pairing if the mean free path is shorter
than 20 coherence lengths, but cannot be neglected near the
transition in finite magnetic fields or in the ultraclean limit.
Fluctuation corrections to the quasiparticle density of states
~DOS! dominate the anomalous Maki-Thompson processes
in the case of d-wave pairing symmetry for realistic scatter-
ing parameters in high-Tc cuprates. For a recent review on
the role of pairing fluctuation corrections to the quasiparticle
density of states in high-Tc superconductors, see Varlamov
et al.10
Recent 63Cu NQR-NMR experiments on optimally doped
YBCO by Carretta et al.8 were interpreted in terms of a
pseudogap originating from superconducting fluctuations.
Other theories for the pseudogap include spin-charge separa-
tion, preformed pairs, phase fluctuations, and van Hove sce-
narios. For a recent review of this broad topic and references,
see Randeria.11 Chubukov, Pines, and Stojkovic12 proposed a
magnetic mechanism for the pseudogap in which ‘‘hot’’ qua-
siparticles become gapped by a precursor spin-density wave.
Recent studies by Auler et al.13 of 63Cu and 89Y NMR in12 095 ©1999 The American Physical Society
12 096 PRB 59M. ESCHRIG, D. RAINER, AND J. A. SAULSFIG. 1. Left: Diagrammatic representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the fluctuation propagator L . The vertex g represents the
pairing interaction, the thick solid lines are quasiparticle Green’s functions, and the block vertex C represents vertex corrections due to
impurity scattering. Thin double lines symbolize vertex factors h(c) due to the anisotropy of the pairing interaction. Right: Diagrammatic
representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the impurity vertex corrections. A thick crossed line stands for the impurity scattering
vertex in the Born approximation. The analytic forms for these equations are given in Eqs. ~6! and ~3!.YBCO as a function of doping were interpreted as evidence
for the vanishing of the pseudogap for hot quasiparticles due
to antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations exactly at optimal dop-
ing, whereas a pseudogap for ‘‘cold’’ quasiparticles persisted
at optimal and overdoped samples. Whether the pseudogap is
due to pairing fluctuations, spin-density wave fluctuations, or
more complicated mechanisms may not be easy to decide,
especially in optimally doped materials. The study of fluc-
tuation effects in the presence of strong magnetic fields may
be key to solving this problem.
Magnetic fields tend to enhance pairing fluctuations near
the transition temperature as a result of Landau quantization
of the orbital motion of pairs.14 However, because the tran-
sition temperature is suppressed by a magnetic field, pairing
fluctuations are typically reduced at constant temperature
with increasing field. Application of a magnetic field at con-
stant temperature has very different effects on the pairing
fluctuation contributions to 1/T1 depending on the pairing
symmetry. For s-wave pairing the rate is reduced with in-
creasing field, whereas in d-wave pairing the suppression of
the DOS fluctuations, which have a negative sign, leads to an
enhancement of 1/T1 with field.8
In the next section we describe the theoretical framework
for our analysis of fluctuation effects on NMR in high mag-
netic fields in high-Tc superconductors. We derive the fluc-
tuation propagator for a quasi-two-dimensional ~2D! layered
superconductor and include quasiparticle scattering by non-
magnetic impurities in addition to pair breaking by inelastic
scattering. We incorporate orbital quantization by the mag-
netic field on the pairing fluctuations as well as the effects of
d-wave symmetry. In Sec. III we discuss the pairing fluctua-
tion corrections to the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation ~NSLR!
rate. To leading order in Tc /E f the dominant fluctuation cor-
rections are determined by Maki-Thompson processes and
corrections to the quasiparticle density of states. We derive
expressions for these processes appropriate to 2D fluctua-
tions in a strong magnetic field and present our results for the
pairing fluctuation corrections to the NSLR rate. The field
dependence of the fluctuations is shown to be sensitive to the
symmetry of the pairing fluctuations. In Sec. IV we derive
the leading-order corrections to the Pauli spin susceptibility
and its contribution to the Knight shift. The Knight shift is
determined by the the long-wavelength spin susceptibility,
and in contrast to the NSLR rate the fluctuation corrections
to the spin susceptibility are not very sensitive to order-
parameter symmetry or impurity scattering. However, dy-
namical fluctuations and orbital quantization lead to signifi-
cant effects on both the rate and the spin susceptibility which
are essential for a quantitative understanding of the
pseudogap behavior in high-Tc cuprates. In Secs. III and IV
we compare our theoretical results with recent measurements
of the pseudogap in the NSLR rate and the Knight shiftperformed by Mitrovic´ et al.1 and Bachman et al.2 on opti-
mally doped YBCO in magnetic fields up to 30 T. We show
that the pseudogap in optimally doped YBCO can be ac-
counted for quantitatively by the theory of 2D pairing fluc-
tuations with d-wave symmetry.1,2 Finally, we show that in-
corporating orthorhombic anisotropy and the allowed mixing
of s-wave and d-wave pairing fluctuation channels leads to a
low-field crossover from predominantly s-wave fluctuations
to predominantly d-wave fluctuations which provides a natu-
ral explanation for the observed evolution from the NQR rate
to the low-field ~below 2 T! 63Cu NSLR rate on optimally
doped YBCO.
II. PAIR PROPAGATOR FOR UNCONVENTIONAL
PAIRING
Fluctuating Cooper pairs are described by a propagator L
which derives from the sum over ladder diagrams in the
particle-particle interaction channel as shown in Fig. 1.10 Our
derivation includes impurity scattering for a layered 2D su-
perconductor with an isotropic Fermi surface and a weak-
coupling anisotropic pairing interaction g . The generaliza-
tion to anisotropic 2D and 3D Fermi surfaces is
straightforward.
The propagator is a function of the total momentum q of
a pair of interacting quasiparticles, their total excitation en-
ergy v and, for anisotropic pairing, their relative incoming
and outgoing momenta kin ,out . In the following we use cy-
lindrical coordinates (q ,f ,qz) and write q as q
5$q cos f,q sin f,qz%. Pairing fluctuations are long lived
only for small v and q , so that the two particles which in-
teract have nearly opposite momenta on the Fermi surface,
i.e., kin'2kF ,in and kout'2kF ,out . We assume a cylindrical
Fermi surface of radius kF , in which case the momenta on
the Fermi surface are given by kF5$kF cos c,kF sin c,kz%.
The pairing interaction is a function of the momenta of
the initial and final state of quasiparticles on the Fermi sur-
face. We denote the angles between the x axis ~chosen as the
tetragonal aˆ axis! and kF and kF8 by c and c8, respectively.
The pairing interaction V(c ,c8) can be expanded in eigen-
functions belonging to the irreducible representations of the
symmetry group of the crystal. We denote the eigenfunction
with the largest attractive ~positive! eigenvalue by h~c! and
neglect for now the other subdominant interactions in the
expansion of V . Thus we write the pairing interaction in the
following form:
V~c ,c8!5h~c!gh~c8!. ~1!
Note that we can neglect the small difference between kF
and kF2q in the pairing interaction, since q;1/j0!kF ,
where j05\vF/2pkBTc is the coherence length.
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fluctuating Cooper pairs with a wavelength 2p/q and a fre-
quency v. Near Tc the typical lifetime of a pairing fluctua-
tion in the clean limit is
tGL5
\p
8kBT
S aj02q21 T2TcTc D
21
, ~2!
where a57z(3)/8'1.05. We set \5kB51 except when ex-
plicitly noted.
In the case of strong pair breaking with dephasing time tf
the prefactor \p/8kBT is replaced by tf . Spatially small
fluctuations decay faster than more extended fluctuations.
Long-lived fluctuations have typical sizes larger than
j0ATc /(T2Tc). When the temperature approaches Tc the
importance of long-wavelength (q!0), quasistatic fluctua-
tions (v!0) increases until fluctuation modes start to over-
lap in space and time. When this happens fluctuation modes
interact, which defines the critical fluctuation regime. In con-
trast to conventional superconductors, where this regime is
negligibly small, it extends over 1–2 K in layered high-Tc
cuprates like YBCO.3 Our analysis neglects interactions be-
tween fluctuation modes and thus excludes the critical re-
gime.
We include the effects of impurities via the standard pro-
cedure of averaging over impurity positions in the limit of a
long mean free path, l@kF
21
.
15 Impurities lead to three dif-
ferent effects: they introduce a finite quasiparticle lifetime
via the electron self-energy, they generate vertex corrections
V in the particle-hole channels, which have to be included to
ensure fundamental conservation laws, and they generate a
Cooperon-like mode in the particle-particle channel, the im-
purity vertex C , which couples directly to the full pair fluc-
tuation propagator L . In the case of d-wave pairing impuri-
ties lead to pair breaking of the pairing fluctuation modes.
We will use a shorthand notation Q[(v l ,q ,f) for the set of
arguments related to the pairing channel. The impurity vertex
~the cross in Fig. 1! is given in terms of the impurity scat-
tering rate in Born approximation, a˜51/2ptNF :
C~en ,Q !5a˜1a˜A0~en ,Q !C~en ,Q !, ~3!
where A0(en ,Q) is a momentum-averaged irreducible pair
susceptibility, defined by the formula ~with m50)
Am~en ,Q ![Am~en ,v l ,q ,f!5NFE
0
2p
dc@h~c!#m
3E djkG~en ,jk!G~v l2en ,jq2k!. ~4!
Here, jk5e(k)2m is the quasiparticle dispersion relative to
the chemical potential. Because q!kF , we approximate
jq2k'jk2vFq. The Matsubara Green’s functions are
given byG~en ,jk!5
1
ien2jk1
i
2 sign~en!S 1t 1 1tfD
, ~5!
where 1/tf is the inelastic-scattering rate and 1/t is the
elastic-scattering rate. We introduce dimensionless scattering
parameters a5\/2ptkBTc and af5\/2ptfkBTc . The
inelastic-scattering rate contributes to the quasiparticle scat-
tering, but not to the impurity vertex C for the fluctuation
propagator. Consequently, the lifetime of the pair fluctuation
propagator is governed by tf . Note that both scattering pa-
rameters a and af are defined in terms of the renormalized
transition temperature Tc[Tc(a ,af), which is given by an
Abrikosov-Gorkov formula15,16 ~see Appendix B!, so that
their values range from zero ~for the clean limit! to infinity
~e.g., for the critical pair breaking rate!. In high-Tc cuprates
the mean free path l is typically of the order of 3–10 coher-
ence lengths;17 a reasonable estimate is l'5j0 , which cor-
responds to a'0.2. For the pair breaking parameter ~or
dephasing rate! af one usually assumes a much smaller
value. For example, comparison between theory and experi-
ment for the cˆ-axis fluctuation magnetoresistance yields
tfTc'10 in YBCO and BSCCO, corresponding to af
'0.02.18 An estimate of af from inelastic scattering of qua-
siparticles by phonons yields af'(kBT/\vD)2, which at Tc
in optimally doped cuprates is '1022. However, this weak-
coupling estimate of inelastic pair breaking may be inappro-
priate if the inelastic lifetime is due to strong coupling to
low-frequency boson modes. Strong coupling or large inelas-
tic pair breaking can have a strong effect on the pairing fluc-
tuation corrections to the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate.19 In weak-coupling s-wave theory a sign change in the
fluctuation corrections to the rate occurs for af'0.26.20 A
similar sign change occurs in strong-coupling theory for a
coupling constant l'2. Note, however, that a coupling
strength of l'2 is much larger than that in conventional
strong-coupling superconductors like lead. We consider pa-
rameters af*0.26 and l*2 as unreasonably large for high-
Tc cuprates. In high-Tc materials pair breaking by inelastic
scattering is probably not strong enough to produce such
qualitative changes in the behavior of the fluctuation correc-
tions to the spin-lattice relaxation rate. Thus the remaining
discussion focuses on fluctuations in weak-coupling layered
superconductors.
For a single pairing channel in an isotropic quasi-2D
metal the fluctuation propagator factorizes into
h(c)L(Q)h(c8), where L(Q) obeys the Bethe-Salpeter
equation:
L~Q !5g1T(
n
gA2~en ,Q !L~Q !
1T(
n
gA1~en ,Q !C~en ,Q !A1~en ,Q !L~Q !.
~6!
Inserting the Cooperon propagator C(en ,Q) from Eq. ~3!
into Eq. ~6! we can solve for L(Q) in terms of the momen-
tum integrated pair susceptibilities Am(en ,Q) to obtain
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where
B2~en ,Q !5A2~en ,Q !1A1~en ,Q !2C~en ,Q !
5
A2~en ,Q !1a˜@A122A0A2#~en ,Q !
12a˜A0~en ,Q ! . ~8!
Finally, we must include impurity vertex corrections in
the particle-particle channel to the external vertices of the
pair propagator. These corrections are incorporated by the
replacement hLh8!K with
K~en ,en8 ,c ,c8,Q !5h˜~en ,c ,Q !L~Q !h˜~en8 ,c8,Q !,
~9!
where
h˜~en ,c ,Q !5h~c!1A1~en ,Q !C~en ,Q !. ~10!
Combined with Eq. ~3! this givesh˜~en ,c ,Q !5
h~c!1a˜A1~en ,Q !2h~c!A0~en ,Q !
12a˜A0~en ,Q ! .
~11!
In the case h(c)[1 we recover the standard vertex correc-
tions and pair propagator for an isotropic s-wave
superconductor:10
h˜s~en ,Q !5
1
12a˜A0~en ,Q ! , ~12!
Ls~Q !5
1
g212T(n
A0~en ,Q !
12a˜A0~en ,Q !
. ~13!
For dynamical quantities such as the spin-lattice relax-
ation rate it is necessary to analytically continue the pair
propagator from Matsubara energies to the real energy axis.
This is done by Eliashberg’s technique,22 leading to the gen-
eral resultL~v ,q ,f!5H NF ln TTc 2E0` de2p F S tanh e2v/22T 1tanh e1v/22T D Im B2~e ,q ,f!22 tanh e2T Im B2c~e!G
1iE
0
` de
2p S tanh e2v/22T 2tanh e1v/22T DRe B2~e ,q ,f!J 21, ~14!where
B2~e ,q ,f!5
A2~e ,q ,f!1a˜@A1
22A2A0#~e ,q !
12a˜A0~e ,q !
, ~15!
B2c~e;T !5
Tc
T B2S TcT e ,q50;T5TcD . ~16!
Explicit expressions for the functions A0 , A1 , and A2 are
given for s-wave and d-wave pairing in Appendix A.
In the long-wavelength limit it is possible to integrate Eq.
~14! analytically and express the pair fluctuation propagator
for s-wave or d-wave pairing as
Ls~q ,v!5NF
21 1
es1js
2q22ivts
, ~17!
Ld~q ,v!5NF
21 1
ed1jd
2q22ivtd
, ~18!
where the coherence lengths js ,d , static pair susceptibilities
es ,d , and lifetimes ts ,d are given in terms of digamma func-
tions of the pair breaking parameters ~see Appendix B!.10We generalize the pairing fluctuation theory presented
above to finite magnetic fields. We assume that the field
points along the cˆ axis of the crystal, and introduce the fol-
lowing dimensionless field:
b5
4ueuB
\c S \vF2pkBTcD
2
. ~19!
The main effect of the magnetic field is to quantize the or-
bital motion of the pairs. Through second order in the mo-
mentum operator, q52i¹2(2e/c)A, quantization of the
orbital motion is achieved by the replacements23,18
q2!S k1 12 D ubuj02 ~20!
E d2q
~2p!2!
ubu
4pj0
2 (
k50
`
, ~21!
where k50,1,.. . labels the different Landau levels.
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SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION RATE
The hyperfine interaction between quasiparticles and
nuclear spins at ~fixed! lattice points Rn is given by
Hˆ h f~Rn!5gnge\2E d3xIˆ~Rn!aI ~x2Rn!Sˆ ~x!, ~22!
where Iˆ is the nuclear-spin operator, Sˆ (x) is the electron
spin-density operator, and ge ,n are the gyromagnetic ratios
for the electron and nuclear spin, respectively. The coupling
of the nuclei to the electronic system occurs via the Hermit-
ian interaction tensor aI , which contains the contact interac-
tion and dipole-dipole interaction between nuclear-spin and
electronic-spin density.21 The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate is well described by second-order perturbation theory in
the hyperfine interaction between electrons and nuclei. The
transition rate 1/nT1
nn8 from nuclear state un& to un8& of a
nucleus at lattice point Rn is determined by the matrix ele-
ments nApp8
nn8 for the nuclear transition, accompanied by an
electronic transition from state p to p8, and by the imaginary
part of the electronic dynamical susceptibility:
xka ,pb ,p8g ,k8d
R
~v!52
i
\
lim
dI!0
E
0
`
dt ei(v1idI )t
3^@cka
1 ~ t !cpb~ t !,cp8g
1
~0 !ck8d~0 !#&.
~23!
cka
1 (cka) creates ~annihilates! a conduction electron in the
Bloch state labeled by k with spin a. We use the shorthand
notation k5(k,i) for a Bloch state with momentum k in
band i . The transition rate is given by
\
nT1
nn8
52kBT (
kpab
(
k8p8gd
~nAkp
nn8sab!
3~nAp8k8
n8n sgd! lim
v!0
Im xka ,p b ,p8g ,k8d
R
~v!
v
.
~24!
The matrix elements nAkp
nn are smooth functions of the mo-
menta. Hence k and p can be evaluated on the Fermi surface.
In terms of Bloch wave functions fk(x) the hyperfine matrix
elements are given by
nAkp
n8n5
gnge
2 \
2^nuIˆ~Rn!un8&E d3x fk*~x!aI ~x2Rn!fp~x!.
~25!
and satisfy nAkp
nn85(nApkn8n)*. In what follows we suppress
the indices referring to the nuclear transition.
We perform a systematic expansion of (nT1T)21 in the
small parameter Tc /EF ~where EF is the Fermi energy! toobtain the leading-order term of order (Tc /EF)0, and all cor-
rections of order (Tc /EF)1 arising from pair fluctuation
modes. We neglect pure weak-localization corrections and
corrections due to the temperature dependences of the hyper-
fine coupling matrix elements and of the pairing interaction
g . Details of the classification of diagrams in terms of the
small parameter Tc /EF are given in Appendix C. We evalu-
ate the diagrams in Appendix D.
The leading-order contribution to (nT1T)21 is of order
(Tc /EF)0 and defines the Fermi-liquid theory result for the
normal-state NSLR rate,
~nT1T !N
2154pE dkFE dpFNkFNpFunAkFpFu2, ~26!
where NkF is the angle-resolved quasiparticle density of
states on the Fermi surface, and kF defines a point on the
Fermi surface. The quasiparticle density of states is given by
NF5*dkFNkF. The right-hand side of Eq. ~26! is the Kor-
ringa constant.21
The fluctuation corrections to 1/T1T of order Tc /EF are
determined in a diagrammatic expansion of the dynamical
susceptibility by the Maki-Thompson ~MT! diagram, labeled
~a! in Fig. 2, and the two density-of-states ~DOS! correc-
tions, labeled ~b! and ~c! in Fig. 2. The Aslamazov-Larkin
diagram ~not shown! is another order smaller in the ratio
Tc /EF . The sum of these corrections can be written in the
following form:
d~T1T !21
~T1T !N
21 5
Tc
EF
E
0
` vF
2 qdq
2pNFTc
3E
0
2p df
2p @SM~q ,f!1SD~q ,f!# , ~27!
where the integrand is obtained by analytic continuation ~fol-
lowing Eliashberg22! of the Maki-Thompson and density-of-
states corrections to the dynamical susceptibility obtained
from Eqs. ~D2! and ~D2! of Appendix D:
d~T1T !215 lim
v!0
2 Im
xMT~v!1xDOS~v!
v
. ~28!
Thus we obtain for SD and SM
FIG. 2. Leading-order corrections in Tc /EF to the spin-lattice
relaxation rate: ~a! Maki-Thompson, ~b! and ~c! density-of-states
corrections. V denotes vertex corrections in the particle-hole chan-
nel; V51 in our model. K denotes the ~impurity renormalized!
fluctuation mode in the pairing channel, Eq. ~9!.
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1
2 E0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Re L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e2 tanh e1v/22T 2]e2 tanh e2v/22T GReBNB2~e ,q ,f!
1
1
2 E0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Im L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e2 tanh e1v/22T 1]e2 tanh e2v/22T G ImBNB2~e ,q ,f!
1E
0
` dv
2p S ]v coth v2T D Im L~v ,q ,f!E0` de2p F]e tanh e2v/22T 2]e tanh e1v/22T G ImBNB2~e ,q ,f!, ~29!
SM~q ,f!522E
0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Re L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e tanh e2v/22T 2]e tanh e1v/22T G ImB1~e ,q ,f!2
22E
0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Im L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e tanh e2v/22T 1]e tanh e1v/22T GReB1~e ,q ,f!2
12E
0
` dv
2p S ]v coth v2T D Im L~v ,q ,f!E0` de2p F tanh e2v/22T 2tanh e1v/22T G uB1~e ,q ,f!u2, ~30!where BN52pNF , B2(e ,q ,f) is defined in Eq. ~15! and
B1~e ,q ,f!5
A1~e ,q ,f!
12a˜A0~e ,q !
. ~31!
The Fermi energy EF is related to measurable properties of
the 2D Fermi liquid by EF5\2vF
2 pNFac , where ac is the
cˆ-axis dimension of the unit cell. Equation ~29! originates
from corrections to the rate due to pairing fluctuation correc-
tions to the quasiparticle density of states, Figs. 2~b! and ~c!.
The first two terms in Eq. ~29! also determine the fluctuation
corrections to the Pauli spin susceptibility, which we discuss
in Sec. IV. Equation ~30! represents the Maki-Thompson
corrections. The first two terms in Eq. ~30! are referred to as
the ‘‘regular’’ Maki-Thompson contribution, and the last
term is the ‘‘anomalous’’ Maki-Thompson contribution. The
regular MT contribution gives a negative correction as does
the DOS term. The anomalous MT term is positive, but its
magnitude is very sensitive to pair breaking processes. This
is the basis for differentiating s-wave and d-wave pairing
fluctuations using NMR.
Results for the fluctuation corrections in the quasistatic
limit are obtained by expanding the integrand for small v
~the singularities of the coth factors are removable!. The
long-wavelength limit follows by expanding the denominator
of the pair propagator to second order in q and approximat-
ing the remaining terms in the integrals by their limits for
q!0. Results for d(1/T1T) in these limits are discussed by
Randeria and Varlamov.7 We did not make these approxima-
tions; rather we performed the f integral analytically and the
integrals over e and v numerically. As we discuss later in
this section, our approach is important for extending the
theory such that a quantitative comparison with high-field
NMR experiments can be made.
In a magnetic field with Hi cˆ , the orbital motion of the
pairing fluctuations is quantized. Landau level quantization
is achieved by the replacements shown in Eq. ~20!. Fluctua-
tion corrections in a magnetic field are often treated in the
small field limit, where an expansion in the magnetic field up
to second order is performed. At high fields a common ap-proximation is to retain only the lowest Landau level. How-
ever, one is often in the regime between these limits. This is
the case for the recent high-field NMR experiments in
YBCO.8,1,2 To analyze this regime we sum the fluctuations
over the Landau levels numerically. We introduce a cutoff
field bc to regulate the sum over Landau levels, which would
otherwise lead to logarithmically divergent fluctuation cor-
rections. This divergence is an artifact of the ~standard! ap-
proximation jq2k'jk2vFq made in evaluating Eq. ~4!.
Without this approximation convergence is achieved on a
large momentum scale ;kF , or correspondingly for n large
compared to 1/b . We simulate the convergence for large n
by a cutoff field bc520 in our numerical calculations. Thus
the sum over the Landau levels in Eq. ~20! extends up to
bc /b . Changes in bc lead only to overall shifts of the results,
indicating small field- and temperature-independent ‘‘high-
energy’’ corrections. These high-energy terms renormalize
the leading-order relaxation rate as discussed below.
A. Results: Magnetic field dependence
Calculations of the fluctuation corrections to the NSLR
rate are shown in Fig. 3 ~for s-wave pairing! and Fig. 4 ~for
d-wave pairing!. We normalized the results by dividing out
the small prefactor (Tc /E f) and the normal-state NSLR rate
(T1T)N21 ; thus we plot the dimensionless quantity
@d(T1T)21/(T1T)N21#(EF /Tc). Pairing fluctuation correc-
tions in two dimensions contain contributions that are con-
stant in temperature and magnetic field. The exact values of
these constants are weakly dependent on the cutoff in the
Landau-level summation as mentioned above. These con-
stants, which appear as offsets of the curves in all following
figures, are irrelevant and simply renormalize the normal-
state rate (T1T)N21 .
Our calculations for the fluctuation corrections to 1/T1T
for s-wave and d-wave pairing symmetry include pairbreak-
ing processes from elastic electron-impurity scattering and
inelastic scattering by emission and absorption of phonons.
For s-wave symmetry we fixed the elastic scattering rate at
a50.2, and plotted the corrections for the pair breaking pa-
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symmetry nonmagnetic impurities are already pair breaking,
so we fixed af50.001 ~this value affects the results only in
the ultraclean case! and calculated the fluctuation corrections
for impurity scattering rates ranging from a50.002 to 0.2.
Our results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that the lowest
curve in the d-wave case ~Fig. 4! and the highest curve in the
s-wave case ~Fig. 3! correspond to similar impurity and in-
elastic scattering rates, and that s-wave and d-wave pairing
fluctuations show the opposite field evolution in the limit
af!a.0.2. Furthermore, the s-wave fluctuation correc-
tions to the NSLR rate decrease with increasing field even
for inelastic rates as large as af.0.1. For very large inelas-
tic rates, af*0.2, the maximum in d(T1T)21 at b50 is
suppressed. Such a large inelastic pairbreaking parameter ap-
pears unlikely for the cuprates. More realistic estimates for
the elastic and inelastic pairbreaking parameters are af
.0.02 and a.0.2.17,18
FIG. 3. Corrections to the spin-lattice relaxation rate for T/Tc
595 K/92.5 K'1.03 from s-wave pairing fluctuations as a function
of the reduced magnetic field b . The elastic-scattering parameter is
a50.2, and the pair breaking parameter af varies as indicated.
FIG. 4. Corrections to the spin-lattice relaxation rate for T/Tc
595 K/92.5 K'1.03 from d-wave pairing fluctuations as a func-
tion of the reduced magnetic field b . The pair breaking parameter is
af50.001 and the elastic-scattering parameter a varies as indi-
cated.For d-wave pairing the fluctuation correction to the NSLR
rate changes sign for a'0.03; the rate decreases with in-
creasing field in the ultraclean limit and increases with in-
creasing field in the limit of weak disorder, a.0.03. In Fig.
4 we note the rapid drop in the rate with increasing field in
the ultraclean limit (a50.002) compared with the increase
in the rate with increasing field shown for a50.2. It is worth
noting that this behavior is not obtained in the long-
wavelength approximation employed by other authors.10 We
also note that in the clean limit for d-wave pairing the long-
wavelength approximation is not justified for (T2Tc)/Tc
*(a1af).24
In Figs. 5 and 6 we show the different contributions to the
relaxation rate for s-wave and d-wave symmetries. The label
‘‘DOS’’ refers to the density-of-states corrections in Eq.
~29!. The ‘‘regular Maki’’ contribution is the first two terms
FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependence of the Maki-Thompson con-
tributions and the DOS contribution to the fluctuation corrections to
the NSLR rate for T/Tc595 K/92.5 K'1.03, assuming s-wave
pairing. For comparison, we also show the fluctuation corrections to
the Pauli spin susceptibility. The curves correspond to af50.002
and af50.02 – 0.2 ~in steps of 0.02! from top to bottom for each
set.
FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 5, but for d-wave pairing; a
50.002 and a50.02–0.2 ~in steps of 0.02! from top to bottom for
each set. Note that the anomalous Maki-Thompson term dominates
for very clean systems, a&0.04, but is negligible for a*0.1.
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sponds to the last term in Eq. ~30!. The full fluctuation cor-
rection to d(T1T)21, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, is the sum of
the DOS, regular Maki, and anomalous Maki corrections.
The DOS term also determines the fluctuation correction to
the tunneling density of states at zero bias for a normal
metal–insulator–superconductor tunnel junction. The fluc-
tuation corrections to the spin susceptibility are also shown
for comparison in Figs. 5 and 6.
For s-wave pairing the regular Maki-Thompson correc-
tion is ~up to a constant! nearly equal to the DOS contribu-
tion. By contrast, the regular Maki-Thompson term is negli-
gible for d-wave pairing. All fluctuation corrections except
the anomalous Maki-Thompson term are weakly dependent
on the scattering parameters in the range of interest. The
anomalous Maki-Thompson correction is extremely sensitive
to pair breaking, as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Because pair
breaking by disorder is sensitive to the symmetry of the pair-
ing fluctuations, the relative correction to the NSLR rate,
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, shows qualitatively different behav-
ior for s-wave and d-wave pairing symmetries.
In Fig. 7 we show the influence of strong disorder on the
magnetic-field dependence of the NSLR rate for an s-wave
superconductor. Disorder leads to a reduction of the coher-
ence length, and thus to an enhancement of fluctuations. In
the clean limit the typical magnitude of the fluctuation cor-
rections in 2D contains the prefactor Tc /EF which is re-
placed in the dirty limit (a51/2ptTc@1) by 1/tEF
;aTc /EF , which means that the fluctuations in dirty
s-wave superconductors are typically stronger than fluctua-
tions in clean s-wave superconductors with the same Tc . By
comparison, d-wave superconductivity is completely sup-
pressed by elastic scattering for 1/2ptTc0*0.28, where Tc0
is the transition temperature without impurities.
Note that the NSLR rate for s-wave pairing decreases
with increasing field in both the clean and dirty limit for
realistic pair breaking parameters af&0.2. The enhance-
ment of fluctuation corrections to the rate reflects the reduc-
tion in the coherence length by elastic and inelastic scatter-
ing. For weak impurity scattering the reduction of the
coherence length at Tc for s-wave pairing becomes
FIG. 7. Fluctuation corrections to NSLR rate for T/Tc
595 K/92.5 K'1.03 for a ranging from the clean to the dirty limit.js~Tc!2
j0~Tc!2
5a2
p4
32 S af1 a3 D , ~32!
and for d-wave pairing
jd~Tc!2
j0~Tc!2
5a2
p4
32 ~af1a!, ~33!
where a57z(3)/8'1.05. Thus the reduction of the coher-
ence length by nonmagnetic impurities is stronger by a factor
of 3 for d-wave pairing compared to s-wave pairing at the
same Tc . This shortening of the coherence length is accom-
panied by a suppression of the transition from Tc05Tc@1
1p2/4(af1a)# to Tc in d-wave symmetry, compared to
Tc05Tc(11p2/4af) for s-wave pairing.15,16
The slope of bc2 at Tc is inversely proportional to the
square of the coherence length,
dbc2,s(d)
dT UT5Tc522
j0
2
js(d)
2
des(d)
dT U
T5Tc
. ~34!
Thus the reduction in the coherence length leads to a signifi-
cant increase in the slope of bc2(T) shown in Fig. 8. These
results were obtained by numerically solving the equation
ln
T
Tc
5NF
21E
0
` de
2p 2 tanh
e
2T Im@B2~e ,qb ;T !2B2c~e;T !# ,
~35!
where qb5Aubc2(T)u/2j02.25
For weak impurity scattering we obtain
dbc2
dT UTc52
2
aTc
X12 p2af4 1 p432a S af1 a3 D C ~36!
'2
1
Tc
~1.9010.81af11.83a!, ~37!
for s-wave pairing, and
dbc2
dT UTc52
2
aTc
S 12 p2~a1af!4 1 p
4
32a ~af1a! D
~38!
FIG. 8. Upper critical field bc2 for a ranging from the clean to
the dirty limit.
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1
Tc
~1.9010.81af10.81a!, ~39!
for d-wave pairing. The negative terms in the brackets come
from the reduction of the transition temperature by pair
breaking.
B. Results: Temperature dependence
The theory of leading-order pairing fluctuations predicts
characteristic features in the temperature dependence of the
fluctuation corrections to the NSLR rate 1/T1 . Typical re-
sults for s-wave and d-wave pairing are shown in Figs.
9–16. For both symmetries there is a pronounced enhance-
ment of the absolute value of the fluctuation corrections
when the mean-field transition temperature Tc(b) is ap-
proached. However, depending on the scattering parameters
a and af , the corrections may be positive or negative near
Tc(b).
We first show in Figs. 9–12 the influence of impurities on
1/T1 for small and intermediate values of the magnetic field
b50.01 and b50.4. For s-wave symmetry we show results
for fixed elastic scattering a50.2, for a range of pair break-
FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of fluctuation corrections to
NSLR rate for b50.01, a50.2, and s-wave pairing.
FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of fluctuation corrections to
NSLR rate for b50.01, af50.001, and d-wave pairing.ing parameters af . In the low-field limit, shown in Fig. 9, a
crossover from positive to negative divergence takes place
for af'0.16. The divergence is much weaker for strong pair
breaking compared to weak pair breaking in the relatively
clean case of a&0.2 discussed in this paper. Note that in the
clean limit the correction to 1/T1 diverges like ATc /(T2Tc)
in zero field,7 compared to a logarithmic divergence in the
dirty case.5 In the dirty limit the crossover from a positive
logarithmic divergence to a negative logarithmic divergence
takes place at af'0.26.20 The low-field results for d-wave
symmetry are shown in Fig. 10. Because inelastic and elastic
scattering act similarly in d-wave superconductors we fixed
af50.001 and present results for several values of the
elastic-scattering rate a. As can be seen in Fig. 10 there is a
crossover from a positive to a negative divergence for a
'0.04, corresponding to a mean free path of about 25 co-
herence lengths. For realistic values of scattering parameters
in high-Tc superconductors, a1af'0.2, a negative diver-
gence should be observed.
The effects of a strong field, b50.4, are shown in Figs.
11 and 12. For s-wave fluctuations the pair breaking effect of
the magnetic field dominates the effect of intrinsic pair
FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of fluctuation corrections to
NSLR rate for b50.4, a50.2, and s-wave pairing.
FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of fluctuation corrections to
NSLR rate for b50.4, af50.001, and d-wave pairing.
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the NSLR rate as shown in Fig. 11. For d-wave pairing the
effect of a magnetic field is much less pronounced. In the
clean limit, even at high magnetic fields, the fluctuation con-
tributions to the NSLR rate show a positive divergence for
d-wave pairing, in sharp contrast to s-wave pairing. We dis-
cuss this result in more detail below. However, for cuprate
superconductors with d-wave pairing, and a reasonable esti-
mate for the scattering rate a'0.2, we obtain a negative
correction for all field strengths.
As can be seen by comparison of the NSLR rate for b
50.01 and b50.4, there is a strong effect of the magnetic
field on the temperature dependence in s-wave superconduct-
ors. The temperature dependences of the NSLR rate of su-
perconductors with s- and d-wave pairing are compared in
Figs. 13 and 14 for different magnetic field strengths and
parameters a50.2, af50.02, which are typical estimates
for high-Tc superconductors.17
In Fig. 13 we show, for s-wave pairing, that there is a
dramatic change in the behavior of the corrections to the
FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of s-wave fluctuation correc-
tions to NSLR rate for different fields, given as the sum of anoma-
lous Maki, regular Maki, and DOS terms.
FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of d-wave fluctuation correc-
tions to NSLR rate for different fields, given as the sum of anoma-
lous Maki, regular Maki, and DOS terms.NSLR rate at field b'0.2 for T near Tc(b). Whereas for b
&0.2 fluctuations enhance the NSLR rate with decreasing
temperature, for b*0.2 fluctuations suppress the NSLR rate
with decreasing temperature. Note that to observe this effect
one must compare the qualitative temperature behavior of
the NSLR rate for different fields rather than changing the
magnetic field at constant temperature. For d-wave symme-
try, shown in Fig. 14, this effect is absent.
To clarify the origin of this behavior we have plotted the
Maki-Thompson terms and the DOS term separately in Figs.
15 and 16. As can be seen, all contributions to the fluctua-
tions are reduced in magnitude at constant temperature with
increasing magnetic field. In contrast, all terms are enhanced
in magnitude with increasing magnetic field for constant T
2Tc(b), as can be inferred from the larger slope of
d(T1T)21 near Tc(b) at lower fields.
FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of the Maki-Thompson con-
tributions and the DOS contribution to the fluctuation corrections in
the NSLR rate, assuming s-wave pairing. The curves are shown for
different fields, ranging from 0.01, 0.04–0.4 ~in steps of 0.04!, from
right to left. For comparison, we also show the fluctuation correc-
tions to the Pauli spin susceptibility.
FIG. 16. The same as in Fig. 15, for d-wave pairing. Note that
the regular Maki-Thompson term is negligible compared to the
other terms at all temperatures. The anomalous Maki-Thompson
term is negligible at b50 for a50.2 and af50.02, but contributes
considerably at higher fields, b*0.2.
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tion alone are large enough to dominate the anomalous
Maki-Thompson contribution. But together these two correc-
tions overcompensate the anomalous MT correction for
fields above b*0.2 for s-wave pairing, which leads to the
qualitative changes shown in Fig. 13. In d-wave pairing the
regular MT contribution is negligible for all magnetic-field
strengths, as shown in Fig. 16. This is true also for the regu-
lar MT contribution in the ultraclean limit, not shown here,
and explains why there is no change in sign of fluctuation
corrections with increasing magnetic field for d-wave pair-
ing. We also show for d-wave pairing in Fig. 16 that the
anomalous Maki-Thompson term cannot be neglected near
Tc ; it diverges at the mean-field transition temperature
Tc(b), except for zero magnetic field b .
Finally, we suggest that the change in sign of the fluctua-
tion corrections to the NSLR rate for s-wave pairing with
increasing field should be observable in the electron doped
compounds like Nd22xCexCuO42d , if they have s-wave
pairing symmetry. Observation of this effect would be a
strong confirmation of s-wave pairing in these compounds.
C. Comparison with experiment
In order to compare our results with experimental results
obtained in high-Tc cuprate superconductors, we discuss first
some specific aspects of NMR in these compounds. In addi-
tion to superconducting fluctuations antiferromagnetic spin
fluctuations are believed to play an important role in the
cuprates.26 A spin pseudogap may occur at the antiferromag-
netic wave vectors q5QAF , which manifests itself in the
temperature dependence of the NSLR rate of the Cu~2!
nuclear spins. The NSLR rate is proportional to the slope at
zero energy of the dynamical susceptibility at the positions
of the nuclei, i.e., limv!0 x9(Rn ,v)/v , and is especially
sensitive to changes in the spectral weight of low-energy
electronic excitations. On the other hand, the Knight-shift
tensor, which probes the static spin susceptibility at q50, is
barely affected by the opening of the antiferromagnetic spin
pseudogap at QAF . By contrast the opening of a pairing
pseudogap at q50 affects the quasiparticle density of states
at the Fermi level NF and thus both the nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation rate (;NF2 ) and the Knight shift (;NF).
Recent experiments by Mitrovic´ et al.1 and Bachman
et al.2 reported the characteristic field scale on which the
pseudogap behavior is suppressed, H*'10 T in optimally
doped YBCO. Assuming that antiferromagnetic correlations
lead to a suppression of spectral weight on the scale J
;100 meV, corresponding to J/mB;1700 T, this compara-
tively low magnetic-field scale has to be assigned to another
origin. Similarly, recent neutron-scattering experiments in
fully oxygenated YBCO show that the spin-fluctuation spec-
trum near the antiferromagnetic wave vector remains almost
unaffected by a field of 11.5 T.27 However, if spin fluctua-
tions are responsible for the pairing interaction between qua-
siparticles, it is possible that strong coupling between quasi-
particles and spin fluctuations may lead to a pseudogap
which has characteristics of both spin fluctuations and pair-
ing fluctuations. At present a strong-coupling theory of su-perconducting fluctuations and antiferromagnetic spin fluc-
tuations has not been developed for pseudogap behavior in
high magnetic fields.
Our results are based on the theory of weak-coupling 2D
pairing fluctuations. Two-dimensional fluctuation theory for
YBCO is justified in the presence of magnetic fields because
of the large vortex liquid region below the transition. Phase
coherence between planes may be neglected in the vortex
liquid state because of rapid thermal motion of the pancake
vortices. Thus it is reasonable to neglect the Josephson cou-
pling in the crossover region from the normal to vortex liq-
uid state as well. This fact, and Landau level quantization in
strong magnetic fields, implies that fluctuations are predomi-
nantly two-dimensional. It is possible that for fields smaller
than 2 T a crossover to three-dimensional behavior might
occur close to Tc .
We compare our calculations with experiments recently
reported by Mitrovic´ et al.1 on optimally doped
YBa2Cu3O6.95 in a magnetic field Hi cˆ . Our calculations,
which assume two-dimensional, d-wave pairing fluctuations
describe the experimental NMR data remarkably well. The
relative fluctuation correction d(T1T)21/(T1T)N21 to 1/T1T
for d-wave pairing and a50.2 and several temperatures is
shown in Fig. 17. We define the normal-state rate (T1T)N21 to
include pairing fluctuation corrections that are constant in
temperature and magnetic field. Thus to compare with ex-
periments we subtract these constant shifts from the calcu-
lated fluctuation corrections as discussed in Sec. III A, and
define d(T1T)21[(T1T)212(T1T)N21 . We chose the value
of the rate at 120 K and 30 T for this subtraction. The ex-
perimental results from Mitrovic´ et al.1 for the fluctuation
correction are also shown for the temperature T595 K. In
order to compare theory and experiment we subtracted from
the experimental data the asymptotic normal-state rate,
which is well described by (T1T)N21;Tx /(T1Tx), to extract
the fluctuation correction d(T1T)21.
FIG. 17. d-wave calculations for the superconducting pairing
fluctuation contribution d(T1T)21/(T1T)N21 of 63Cu~2! spin-lattice
relaxation rate in optimally doped YBCO as a function of magnetic
field at temperatures ranging from 93 to 102 K in increments of 1
K, and for 120 K. Circles1 and squares28 are NMR and NQR ~0 T!
experiments. The thick curve and the experimental data correspond
to 95 K.
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determines the absolute temperature scale for the theoretical
calculations. We solve numerically Eq. ~35! for the reduction
of the mean-field transition temperature as a result of Landau
quantization. Theoretically the mean-field transition tem-
perature is determined by diverging pairing fluctuations. To
fix the magnetic-field scale we use the value for the mean-
field transition temperature at 8.4 T obtained from our fit to
the fluctuation corrections to the Pauli spin susceptibility,2
discussed in Sec. IV. There is one fitting parameter, Tc /EF ,
which scales the magnitude of the fluctuation contributions.
As shown in Fig. 17, the agreement between the d-wave
fluctuation theory and the experimental data from Ref. 1 is
excellent.
We also show in Fig. 17 data from Y.-Q. Song ~black
squares!.28 The data point at H50 is the NQR rate. The
NQR rate is higher than the low-field NMR rate in the same
sample at 3.5 T. A similar drop between the NQR rate and
the low-field NMR rate was obtained by Carretta et al. on
optimally doped YBCO.8 Based on the larger NQR rate com-
pared with the NMR rate at 5.9 T, Carretta et al. concluded
that fluctuation corrections to the NSLR rate are predomi-
nantly s-wave.8 However, the field evolution of the NSLR
rate from 2 to 27 T is in quantitative agreement with the
theory of 2D pairing fluctuations with d-wave symmetry, and
disagrees qualitatively and quantitatively with the theory of
s-wave fluctuations. The apparent discrepancy between the
NQR rate and the low-field NMR rate requires explanation.
We propose an explanation for the low-field evolution (0
<H&2 T) that reconciles Carretta et al.’s suggestion in
terms of s-wave pairing fluctuations with the field evolution
and our explanation in terms of d-wave pairing fluctuations.
We show below that subdominant s-wave fluctuations, in-
duced by the orthorhombic anisotropy of YBCO, can ac-
count for the low-field evolution. At fields, H>2 T the
s-wave fluctuations are suppressed and the dominant d-wave
fluctuations control the field evolution.
D. Effect of orthorhombic distortion
If the crystal symmetry is not perfectly tetragonal, then
the s-wave and d-wave pairing channels correspond to the
same irreducible representation. Thus the pairing basis func-
tion h~c! is of the form
h~c!5bshs~c!1bdhd~c! ~40!
with bs
21bd
251. The results obtained for the fluctuation for-
mulas for pure s- and d-wave pairing, Eqs. ~27!–~30!, are the
same with the replacements
B1~e ,q ,f!5bd
A1~e ,q ,f!
12a˜A0~e ,q !
1bs
A0~e ,q ,f!
12a˜A0~e ,q !
,
~41!
B2~e ,q ,f!5bd
2 A2~e ,q ,f!1a˜@A1
22A2A0#~e ,q !
12a˜A0~e ,q !
1bs
2 A0~e ,q ,f!
12a˜A0~e ,q !
12bsbd
A1~e ,q ,f!
12a˜A0~e ,q !
.
~42!Because A1;cos 2f the mixed terms in B2 and B1
2 which
enter in the Eqs. ~29! and ~30! are canceled to a large extent
by averaging over f. So near Tc it is a good approximation
to add the s- and d-wave components of the fluctuation cor-
rections with weights bs
2 and bd
2
, respectively.
In Fig. 18 we show the result for d(T1T)21 with bs2 rang-
ing from 0 to 0.2. Thus the low-field anomaly in the experi-
mental data of Fig. 17 can be accounted for by a small
s-wave component induced by an orthorhombic distortion, as
can be seen comparing with Fig. 18. We estimate bs
2'0.15
(bd2'0.85) for optimally doped YBCO. Note that b50.8
corresponds to H529 T and that we account for both the
position of the minimum in the NMR rate ~at '2 T) and the
difference between NQR and low-field NMR rates with one
fitting parameter (bs).
In BSCCO this effect should be absent if the dominant
pairing channel has B1g symmetry (dx22y2), because in this
case the lattice distortion does not induce an s-wave, but
rather a g-wave component with A2g symmetry, which has
fluctuation corrections that respond to disorder and field
similarly to the d-wave component. However, an s-wave
component would be induced if the order parameter of
BSCCO is predominantly B2g-symmetry (dxy).
IV. FLUCTUATION CORRECTIONS TO THE PAULI SPIN
SUSCEPTIBILITY
The Pauli spin susceptibility is obtained from the long-
wavelength limit of the particle-hole susceptibility at ve
50:
xs5me
2(
kab
(
pgd
~sabhˆ !~sgdhˆ !xpg ,p d ,ka ,kbR ~ve50 !,
~43!
where hˆ is a unit vector in direction of the applied field and
me5ge\/2. The Pauli spin susceptibility can be obtained
from the spin part of the measured NMR Knight shift by
subtraction of the orbital and diamagnetic contributions. As-
FIG. 18. Fluctuation corrections to nuclear spin-relaxation rate
taking into account orthorhombic distortion. We assumed an in-
duced asymmetry in the order parameter described by h(c)
5bdhd(c)1bshs , with bs2 varying from 0 to 0.2 in steps of 0.025
from bottom to top, and bd
2512bs
2
.
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glecting anisotropic band structure and exchange interaction,
the spin shift Kspin is directly proportional to the Pauli spin
susceptibility xs . The zeroth-order terms in Tc /EF for the
particle-hole response function ~at ve50) define the Fermi-
liquid result for the Pauli spin susceptibility xN .
The spin susceptibility can be obtained directly from the
Matsubara Green’s functions without analytic continuation
because it is an equilibrium quantity. Nevertheless, it is in-
structive to write down the expression for dx in terms of
retarded and advanced Green’s functions defined on the real
energy axis.
The pairing fluctuation corrections to leading order in
Tc /EF for the static (ve50) long-wavelength (qe!0) spin
susceptibility are obtained by the procedure discussed in Ap-
pendix C, and are summarized by the DOS, Maki-
Thompson, and Aslamazov-Larkin diagrams, shown in Fig.
19.29 Note that in contrast to the large-qe response the con-
tribution ‘‘d’’ in Fig. 19 has the same order in Tc /EF as the
DOS and MT contributions. However, it contains only one
singlet pair fluctuation mode, the other mode in the particle-
particle channel is a triplet impurity Cooperon mode. Alge-
braic expressions for these diagrams are given in AppendixD. The sum of the leading order corrections in Eq. ~D28! of
App. D leads to the following expression for the relative
fluctuation contribution to the Pauli spin susceptibility:
dx
xN
5
Tc
EF
E
0
` vF
2 qdq
2pTc
E
0
2p df
2p S~q ,f!, ~44!
where S(q ,f) sums the contributions from all diagrams
shown in Fig. 19 and is given by
FIG. 19. First corrections in Tc/EF to the Pauli spin susceptibil-
ity. V denotes vertex corrections in the particle-hole channel; V
51 in our model. K , K1, and K2 denote the ~impurity renormal-
ized! fluctuation modes in the pairing channel. For the Pauli spin
susceptibility K1 and K2 either are a singlet Cooperon or a triplet
impurity Cooperon in a complementary way.S~q ,f!5pE
0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Re L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e2 tanh e1v/22T 2]e2 tanh e2v/22T GRe B2~e ,q ,f!
1pE
0
` dv
2p coth
v
2T Im L~v ,q ,f!E0
` de
2p F]e2 tanh e1v/22T 1]e2 tanh e2v/22T G Im B2~e ,q ,f!. ~45!Comparing with Eq. ~29! one realizes that the fluctuation
correction to the Pauli spin susceptibility is given exactly by
the first two lines of the density-of-states contribution to the
NSLR rate in Eq. ~29!. This result is nontrivial not only
because the fluctuation corrections to the NSLR rate and spin
susceptibility are determined by different diagrams, but par-
ticularly because the NSLR rate is a local response defined
by an integral over all wavelengths, while the spin suscepti-
bility is a global response obtained from the limit q!0. The
relative corrections to the spin susceptibility as a function of
the magnetic field are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 ~denoted by
‘‘susceptibility’’!.
A. Results: Magnetic field and temperature dependence
Unlike the NSLR rate, the Pauli spin susceptibility is not
very sensitive to either impurity scattering or order-
parameter symmetry, as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6 for the
magnetic-field dependence of the susceptibility. Note that the
small constant offsets have to be subtracted off and are in-
cluded with the leading-order terms as discussed in Sec.
III A. The temperature dependence of the fluctuation correc-
tions to xs for s-wave pairing is shown in Fig. 20 for differ-
ent magnetic fields.The shift in the divergence reflects the field dependence
of Tc(b). In Fig. 21 we show for comparison the magnetic
field dependence of the fluctuation corrections for s-wave
and d-wave symmetry. As can be seen in this figure, the
fluctuation corrections to xs are insensitive to the order-
FIG. 20. Temperature dependence of fluctuation corrections to
Pauli spin susceptibility for different fields.
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tions. Thus the mixing of s- and d-wave pairing fluctuations
due to orthorhombic anisotropy, which has a profound effect
on the fluctuation corrections to the NSLR rate at low field,
has almost no effect on the fluctuation corrections to the spin
susceptibility.
B. Comparison with experiment
Knight shift measurements in high magnetic fields pro-
vide valuable information on the fluctuation contributions to
the Pauli spin susceptibility. The effect of static long-
wavelength fluctuations on the Pauli susceptibility in zero
field have been calculated in three dimensions30 and two
dimensions7 for e5(T2Tc)/Tc!1. The fluctuation contri-
bution to the spin susceptibility was found to scale as
dx/xN;ln(e) in 2D, and dx/xN;const1Ae in 3D. For the
2D case one obtains (ddx/dT)21;T2Tc , and
(ddx/dT)21;AT2Tc for the 3D case. Neither of these lim-
iting cases is consistent with the recent data of Bachman
et al.2 on optimally doped YBCO shown in Fig. 22. These
NMR measurements of the Pauli spin susceptibility do not
show singular behavior near the transition. This is typical for
a fluctuation-dominated crossover transition.2 For this reason
it is preferable to treat the mean-field transition temperature
Tc(H) as a fitting parameter. The mean-field transition tem-
perature was determined by analyzing the high-precision
measurements of 17O(2,3) Knight shift in optimally doped
YBCO at high magnetic fields.2
The curvature shown in Fig. 22 is not reproduced by 2D
static fluctuations in the low-field limit. Three-dimensional
fluctuations to not account for the behavior because they
produce curvature in the opposite direction compared to the
curves in Fig. 22. We can describe the behavior in Fig. 22
qualitatively and quantitatively by taking into account dy-
namical fluctuations and orbital quantization. The magnetic
field is in a range where neither the low-field approximation
nor the lowest-Landau-level approximation is applicable. We
perform the sum over the Landau levels and over the dy-
namical modes numerically. Orbital quantization is the main
FIG. 21. Field dependence of fluctuation corrections to Pauli
spin susceptibility for T/Tc595 K/92.5 K'1.03, and for s- and
d-wave pairing.source of the observed curvature at higher fields. Dynamical
fluctuations produce curvature also for zero field, where or-
bital quantization is absent.
A quantitative comparison of our calculations with the
experimental data of Bachman et al.2 is shown in Fig. 22.
The fit was performed in the region T.90 K directly on the
susceptibility data ~open circles!. Then the inverse of the
derivative of the experimental data and the theoretical curves
were calculated; they are extremely sensitive to variations at
high temperatures where the Pauli susceptibility deviates
very little from a constant. As can be seen in the Fig. 22, the
agreement is excellent even up to temperatures of 102 K.
The same fit accounts for the data in the nonfitted region ~full
circles! down to 85 K. The theoretical mean-field tempera-
ture was determined to be about 81 K at 8.4 T. As we dis-
cussed in Fig. 21, mixing of an s-wave contribution due to
orthorhombic anisotropy in YBCO has little influence on the
fluctuation corrections to the Pauli spin susceptibility.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the pairing fluctuation corrections to
the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate and to the Pauli spin
susceptibility in 2D s-wave and d-wave high-Tc supercon-
ductors in strong magnetic fields. Our calculations include
dynamical and short-wavelength fluctuations. We account
qualitatively and quantitatively for recent experiments per-
formed on optimally doped YBCO solely in terms of d-wave
pairing fluctuations, assuming reasonable scattering param-
eters. We find no necessity to invoke the existence of a spin-
density fluctuation pseudogap. We have shown that incorpo-
rating orthorhombic anisotropy and the allowed mixing of
s-wave and d-wave pairing fluctuation channels leads to a
low-field crossover from predominantly s-wave fluctuations
to predominantly d-wave fluctuations which provides a natu-
ral explanation for the observed evolution from the NQR rate
to the low-field ~below 2 T! 63Cu NSLR rate on optimally
FIG. 22. Calculations for 2D d-wave pairing fluctuation correc-
tions to the spin susceptibility for B50 – 14 T ~in steps of 2 T!.
Shown is the inverse of the derivative (dKspin /dT)21. Circles
show measurements of the Knight shift of 17O~2,3! in optimally
doped YBCO at 8.4 T.2 Open circles denote points used for the fit
to Kspin(T).
PRB 59 12 109EFFECTS OF STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS ON . . .doped YBCO. We suggest that a change in sign of the fluc-
tuation corrections to the NSLR rate near Tc(H) with in-
creasing field should be observable in the electron doped
compounds like Nd22xCexCuO42d , if they have s-wave
pairing symmetry. Observation of this effect would be a
strong confirmation of s-wave pairing in these compounds.
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APPENDIX A: IRREDUCIBLE PAIR SUSCEPTIBILITIES
FOR D-WAVE SYMMETRY
In this section we summarize expressions for the
j-integrated Fermi-surface averages of the product Green’s
functions at real energies for the case of d-wave pairing in
2D, i.e., h(c)5& cos 2c. The integrals are related to Eq.
~4! by analytic continuation. For d-wave pairing they are
A0~e ,q !5
2pNF
A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
, ~A1!
A1~e ,q ,f!5A0~e ,q !
22i e˜2A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
22i e˜1A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
& cos 2f ,
~A2!A2~e ,q ,f!5A0~e ,q !
3F11S 22i e˜2A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
22i e˜1A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
D 2 cos 4fG ,
~A3!
@A1
22A2A0#~e ,q !52A0~e ,q !2
3F12S 22i e˜2A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
22i e˜1A~vFq !22~2 e˜ !2
D 2G ,
~A4!
with e˜5e1ipTc(a1af).
For isotropic s-wave pairing fluctuations we have trivially
A0(e ,q)5A1(e ,q)5A2(e ,q) given in Eq. ~A1!.
APPENDIX B: COHERENCE LENGTHS AND Tc
REDUCTION
In the long-wavelength, low-frequency limit the pair fluc-
tuation propagator for s- and d-wave symmetry becomes10
Ls~q ,v!5NF
21 1
es1js
2q22ivts
, ~B1!
Ld~q ,v!5NF
21 1
ed1jd
2q22ivtd
. ~B2!
This result is obtained by expanding Eq. ~14! for small q and
v and carrying out the e integral. We define a05a1af ,
thenjs
2
j0
2 5
CS 12 1 afTc2T D2CS 12 1 a0Tc2T D1 aTc2T C8S 12 1 afTc2T D
2a2 , ~B3!
jd
2
j0
2 5
Tc
2
T2
UC9S 12 1 a0Tc2T D U
16 , ~B4!
ts5
C8S 12 1 afTc2T D
4pT , ~B5!
td5
C8S 12 1 a0Tc2T D
4pT , ~B6!
es5ln
T
Tc
2CS 12 1 af2 D1CS 12 1 afTc2T D , ~B7!
ed5ln
T
Tc
2CS 12 1 a02 D1CS 12 1 a0Tc2T D . ~B8!
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placement of af by af1a . The relative influence of a and
af on the reduction of the coherence length is different for
d-wave and s-wave symmetry.
The reduction of Tc by impurity scattering is given by the
Abrikosov-Gorkov formulas15
ln
Tc
Tc0
2CS 12 D1CS 12 1 af2 D50 ~s wave! ~B9!
ln
Tc
Tc0
2CS 12 D1CS 12 1 a02 D50 ~d wave!. ~B10!
APPENDIX C: CLASSIFICATION OF DIAGRAMS
The essential feature for our classification scheme of dia-
grams is a separation of energy scales. The low-energy scale
set by the temperature (kBT), the quasiparticle excitation
energy ~e!, the pair excitation energy ~v!, the scattering rates
(\/t ,\/tf), etc., should be well separated from the charac-
teristic high-energy scales of the metal, e.g., the Fermi en-
ergy (EF). These energies define a formal expansion param-
eter given by the ratio of a typical low-energy scale and a
typical high-energy scale, for instance, kBTc /EF . Alterna-
tively one can write the formal expansion parameter in terms
of the ratio of a typical atomic length scale (kF21 , \vF/EF,
etc.! and a typical long-wavelength scale (j0
5\vF/2pkBTc , l5vFt , lf5vFtf , etc!. We perform a sys-
tematic expansion in terms of these parameters, and derive
all leading fluctuation corrections in the framework of the
Green’s-functions technique. All diagrams presented here are
understood as containing renormalized elements. Thus low-
energy fermion Green’s functions are quasiparticle Green’s
functions, vertices are renormalized by high-energy quanti-
ties. More detailed descriptions of this renormalization pro-
cedure are given in Refs. 31–33. We assign for simplicity
the order of magnitude small to the set of expansion param-
eters ~e.g., small5Tc /EF). To estimate the order of magni-
tude of the diagrams we replace the Green’s functions for the
quasiparticles by piecewise constant functions, which are
equal to 1/small if both the momenta are located in a narrow
shell of thickness small around the Fermi surface and the
energies are small, e,small. The corresponding part of
phase space is called low-energy region. Outside of this
phase space area, in the high-energy region, we assign to the
phase space area a measure of 1, and the high-energy
Green’s functions are set equal to 1. Analogously, the low-
energy range of a pair fluctuation mode consists of small pair
excitation energies \v,small, and small pair momenta uqu
,small. Performing the trivial integrations over the steplike
Green’s functions in the asymptotic limit small!0 gives
the order of the diagram. This is done in the following steps:
~1! Estimate the integrand from the number of quasiparticle
lines in the diagram, nQ , which gives a factor
small2(nQ).
~2! Labeling of the diagram respecting energy and momen-
tum conservation.
~3! Estimate the phase space factors:
~a! Restricting all energies to their low-energy regiongives a factor small(nE), where nE is the number of in-
dependent internal energies.
~b! Restricting the pair momentum to its low-energy
region gives a factor smallD for every quasiparticle pair
in the fluctuation channel, which is not otherwise re-
stricted to the low-energy region. The physical dimen-
sion D enters explicitly.
~c! Restricting all remaining fermion momenta to their
low-energy region is the only nontrivial part of the esti-
mate. The number of restrictions nK gives a factor
small (nK). Note that the sum of two low-energy mo-
menta is not necessarily in the low-energy region again.
One needs additional geometrical restrictions to the
angles between the momenta.
The leading-order corrections in 2D to the NSRL rate are
determined by the diagrams in Fig. 2 for short-wavelength
external perturbations \qe;pF , while the leading-order cor-
rections in 2D to the spin susceptibility are determined by
the diagrams in Fig. 19 for long-wavelength external pertur-
bations \qe!pF .
In three dimensions these corrections are another order
higher in small, showing the insignificance of fluctuations in
conventional 3D superconductors. In one dimension they are
of leading order, signaling the breakdown of the quasiparti-
cle picture.
APPENDIX D: CORRECTIONS TO THE PARTICLE-HOLE
SUSCEPTIBILITY
We use a shorthand notation, for the combined ~bosonic!
Matsubara energy and momentum of the the pairing fluctua-
tion mode: Q[(v l ,q). Similarly, P[(en ,p), P8
[(en8 ,p8), Q2P[(v l2en ,q2p), (P[T(n(p , etc. We
use the usual Feynman rules for evaluating diagrams.15 Al-
though we consider spin-singlet, s- or d-wave pairing, both
spin-singlet and spin-triplet fluctuation channels contribute
because of triplet impurity Cooperons. We neglect the Zee-
man coupling of the quasiparticle propagators to the mag-
netic field. This allows us to decompose the vertices and
fluctuation propagator in the particle-particle channel into
spin-singlet and spin-triplet components:
Gabgd~P ,P8,Q !5Gs~P ,P8,Q !saby sgdy 1G t~P ,P8,Q !
3~sys!ab~ss
y!gd , ~D1!
Kabgd~P ,P8,Q !5Ks~P ,P8,Q !saby sgdy 1Kt~P ,P8,Q !
3~sys!ab~ss
y!gd . ~D2!
The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the fluctuation propagator,
Kabgd~P ,P8,Q !5Gabgd~P ,P8,Q !
1
T
2 (e ,h (P9
Gabhe~P ,P9,Q !G~P9!
3G~Q2P9!Kehgd~P9,P8,Q !, ~D3!
separates into singlet and triplet channels:
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P9
Gs ,t~P ,P9,Q !G~P9!
3G~Q2P9!Ks ,t~P9,P8,Q !. ~D4!
Corrections to the NSLR rate are described by the dia-
grams in Fig. 2. The first diagram was investigated by Maki
and Thompson,9 and the last two diagrams represent contri-
butions to the NSLR rate from fluctuation contributions to
the quasiparticle density of states. Particle-hole vertex cor-
rections, labeled ‘‘V’’ in Fig. 2, can be neglected to leading
order in Tc /EF above Tc because they are all proportional to
*djkG(en ,jk)2'0. The expressions corresponding to the
diagrams in Fig. 2, with external Matsubara energy vm , are
then @we use W[(vm ,q8)#
xMT~vm!5 (
abgd
(
PQq8
~sdaA2P ,W2P!~sgbAP ,P2W!
3G~P2W !G~P !G~Q2P !
3G~Q2P1W !Kabgd~P ,P2W ,Q !
522 (
PQq8
uAP ,P2Wu2G~P2W !G~P !
3G~Q2P !G~Q2P1W !@Ks~P ,P2W ,Q !
2Kt~P ,P2W ,Q !# , ~D5!
xDOS~vm!5 (
abg
(
PQq8
~sagAP2W ,P!~sgaAP ,P2W!
3@G~P2W !1G~P1W !#G~P !2
3G~Q2P !Kabba~P ,P ,Q !
54 (
PQq8
uAP2W ,Pu2@G~P2W !
1G~P1W !#G~P !2G~Q2P !@Ks~P ,P2W ,Q !
13Kt~P ,P2W ,Q !# . ~D6!
The term xMT corresponds to the Maki-Thompson diagram,
~a! in Fig. 2, and the second term, xDOS , to the two DOS
diagrams, ~b! and ~c! in Fig. 2. We use the relations
A2P ,2P85(AP ,P8)* and AP8,P5(AP ,P8)* to simplify the re-
sults.
The fluctuation corrections to the Pauli spin susceptibility
are obtained from the diagrams in Fig. 19:
xMT~0 !5 (
abgd
(
PQ
~hsda!~hsgb!G~P !2
3G~Q2P !2Kabgd~P ,P ,Q !
522(
PQ
G~P !2G~Q2P !2
3@Ks~P ,P ,Q !2Kt~P ,P ,Q !# , ~D7!xDOS~0 !52 (
abg
(
PQ
~hsag!~hsga!G~P !3
3G~Q2P !Kabba~P ,P ,Q !
54(
PQ
G~P !3G~Q2P !
3@Ks~P ,P ,Q !13Kt~P ,P ,Q !# , ~D8!
xAL~0 !5 (
abgdhz
(
PP8Q
~hsza!~hshb!G~P !2G~P8!2
3G~Q2P !G~Q2P8!Kabgd~P ,P8,Q !
3Kdghz~P8,P ,Q !
54 (
PP8Q
G~P !2G~P8!2
3G~Q2P !G~Q2P8!@Ks~P ,P8,Q !Kt~P8,P ,Q !
1Kt~P ,P8,Q !Ks~P8,P ,Q !# . ~D9!
The first term, xMT(0), corresponds to diagram ~a! in Fig. 19
~Maki-Thompson!, the second term, xDOS(0), to diagrams
~b! and ~c! ~DOS! and the last term, xAL(0), to the
Aslamazov-Larkin diagram, ~d! in Fig. 19. Particle-hole ver-
tex corrections, labeled ‘‘V’’ in Fig. 19, can be neglected for
similar reasons as in the case of the NSLR rate.
To evaluate momentum integrals we split the p sum into a
jp integral and a Fermi-surface average ~we use the notation
^fl&p“*dpFn(pF)fl where n(pF) is the angle-resolved
~normalized! density of states at the Fermi surface!. Thus
(
p
'NFE
2`
`
djp^fl&p . ~D10!
The lower limit of the integrals is extended from 2m to
2` . This approximation induces corrections of order Tc /EF
which vary on a temperature ~and field! scale large compared
to Tc and can be incorporated in the asymptotic normal state
behavior as discussed in Sec. III A. We use the abbreviations
GI 1~P !5NFE djpG~P !, ~D11!
GI 2~P ,Q !5NFE djpG~P !G~Q2P !, ~D12!
GI 3~P ,Q !5NFE djpG~P !2G~Q2P !, ~D13!
GI 38~P ,Q !5NFE djpG~P !G~Q2P !2, ~D14!
GI 4~P ,Q !5NFE djpG~P !3G~Q2P !, ~D15!
GI 48~P ,Q !5NFE djpG~P !2G~Q2P !2. ~D16!
These expressions can be evaluated by complex integration.
After j integration ~as on the left-hand sides of the above
equations! the momenta are confined to the Fermi surface.
The formal identity
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m115 1m! S ddS~en! D
m
G@S~en!#~P !,
~D17!
where S(en) is the self-energy for the Green’s function, im-
plies
GI 21m@S~en!,S~v l2en!#~P ,Q !
5
1
m! S ddS~en! D
m
GI 2@S~en!,S~v l2en!#~P ,Q !.
~D18!
Because the functional dependence of GI 2 on the self-
energies contains only the combination S(en)2S(v l2en),
we obtain the relations GI 48522GI 4 and GI 3852GI 3 .
In the weak-coupling theory for pair fluctuations we have
Ks(P ,P8,Q)[K(P ,P8,Q)5h˜(P ,Q)L(Q)h˜(P8,Q), and
we can replace Kt(P ,P8,Q) and Kt(P8,P ,Q) in the
Aslamazov-Larkin diagram by C(en ,Q)@d(en82en)2d(v l
2en82en)#/2. The quantities h˜ , L and C are defined in Sec.
II. We neglect diagrams containing only impurity interac-
tions ~and no pairing interaction!, which describe pure weak-
localization effects. Furthermore, we assume that the hyper-
fine matrix elements are isotropic on the Fermi surface. Thus
we obtain for the NSLR rate
xMT~vm!522uAu2 (
en ,Q
^h˜~P ,Q !GI 2~P ,Q !&p
3^h˜~P2W ,Q !GI 2~P2W ,Q !&p2q8L~Q !,
~D19!
xDOS~vm!54uAu2 (
en ,Q
^h˜~P ,Q !2GI 3~P ,Q !&p
3^GI 1~P2W !&p2q8L~Q !, ~D20!
and for the Pauli susceptibility
xMT1DOS~0 !58 (
en ,Q
^h˜~P ,Q !2GI 4~P ,Q !&pL~Q !,
~D21!xAL~0 !58 (
en ,Q
^h˜~P ,Q !GI 3~P ,Q !&p2C~en ,Q !L~Q !.
~D22!
These results can be written more compactly using the iden-
tities
K h˜~P ,Q !2 ddS~en! GI 2~P ,Q !L p
5
d
dS~en!
^h~p!h˜~P ,Q !GI 2~P ,Q !&p , ~D23!
K h˜~P ,Q !2 d2dS~en!2 GI 2~P ,Q !L p
12 K h˜~P ,Q ! ddS~en! GI 2~P ,Q !L p
2
C~en ,Q !
5
d2
dS~en!
2 ^h~p!h˜~P ,Q !GI 2~P ,Q !&p . ~D24!
~D25!
Defining G1(en)5^GI 1(P)&p , B1(en ,Q)5^h˜(P ,Q)GI 2
(P ,Q)&p , and B2(en ,Q)5^h(p)h˜(P ,Q)GI 2(P ,Q)&p we ob-
tain for the NSLR rate
xMT~vm!522uAu2 (
en ,Q
B1~en ,Q !B1~en2vm ,Q !L~Q !,
~D26!
xDOS~vm!54uAu2 (
en ,Q
G1~en2vm!
d
dS~en!
3B2~en ,Q !L~Q !, ~D27!
and for the Pauli susceptibility
xMT1DOS1AL~0 !54 (
en ,Q
d2
dS~en!
2 B2~en ,Q !L~Q !.
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